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Abstract
While evidence suggests that employee resource groups can play a vital role in
organizational health, their facilitation is not often subject matter found in textbooks on the
subject of human resources and few current articles seek to link their governance to theories that
might undergird their success. This work seeks to provide a basic theoretical framework for
facilitating employee resource groups that add value to the lives of their members and the
organizations in which they arise. This is understood through examining theories, support for,
and criticism of employee resource groups found in current works on the subject. Practically, this
goal is achieved through synthesizing definitions of employee resource groups, cultural
competency, and key performance indicators to create a principal mission statement that
facilitators can use to assess the health of an employee resource group and its initiatives. This
principal mission statement is also utilized to understand some of the common problems such
groups encounters and to help envision healthy responses to those difficulties. Finally, a fourphase plan is provided which asks facilitators to envision the pervasive goals built into each
stage of an employee resource group’s lifecycle.
Keywords: cultural competency, diversity and inclusion, employee resource groups,
intersectionality, key performance indicators
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Glossary of Important Terms
Employee Resource Group:

Sometimes known as an affinity group or employee caucus,
these voluntary, employee-facilitated groups meet around
shared demographics to foster diversity and inclusion in the
workplace.

Cultural Competence:

A person or program’s ability to respect the beliefs,
attitudes, needs, and interpersonal styles of individuals and
groups from various backgrounds while also promoting
visibility and diversity.

Key Performance Indicator:

A metric utilized to measure goals against results, often
pertaining to an organization’s finances and production
capabilities.

Intersectionality:

The ways that a person’s individual characteristics overlap
to inform their experience and, additionally, that influence
how others perceive that person.

Performative:

In the scope of this work, performative is used as an
adjective to indicate that an act or initiative is being
implemented for the sake of conveying an image, rather
than being implemented to actualize change.

viii

Introduction

There are myriad benefits that present themselves to an organization that fosters a diverse
workforce in a globalized world, ranging from a labor force that is culturally competent to a
work environment that is dynamic and inclusive. One way to foster such diversity is through the
establishment of employee resource groups (ERG’s), which are employee-led groups that
voluntarily meet around shared life experiences or characteristics. The general problem with the
efficacy of an employee resource group is twofold: 1) that it is organized in a way that makes its
members feel segregated from their peers (Castellano, 2015), and 2) that it is not supported by
organizational leadership that can truly impact change (Katz et. al., 2020).
The specific problem is that employee resource groups, while employee-led, need to be
facilitated by competent members of an organization’s leadership so that they increase workplace
value for their members and drive change within the organization. Effectively, the employee
resource group must not merely serve as a support group for culturally similar employees but
should be empowered gatherings that are ultimately able to help solve organizational problems
(Castellano, 2015, p. 20). The study of this author is aimed at the development of a theoretical
framework for the implementation of employee resource groups, coupled with practical
instructions for putting those theories into use in ways that will assist organizations in creating
empowered groups that drive and engender cultural competencies among their workforces.
The following work is meant to help the reader to empower employee resource groups
within their organizations. “Empower,” however, is an amorphous term to which countless
meanings can be applied. To truly make this guide functional, the term “empower” must be
given measurable objectives. Within the framework of this guide, those objectives are twofold:
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1) that the employee resource group is organized in a way that its members feel integrated with
their peers, and 2) that the employee resource group be supported by organizational leadership
that can help to impact change (Katz & Miller, 2020). What makes those objectives measurable
will be given more attention later in this guide but, in brief, the following pages will repeatedly
stress the importance of identifying key performance indicators for employee resource groups as
a way of understanding their efficacy within the organization and in the greater community. This
measurability will help facilitators to differentiate between an employee resource group that is a
thriving part of an organization’s culture and one that has become a dysfunctional aspect of that
same culture.
This guide is comprised of two parts. At the onset of this project, this author felt that
there might be a sequential way of delineating these two parts via chapter placement. As the
project developed, it became apparent that certain pieces of information (namely, the
establishment of clear definitions) would be needed by both the reader looking to this text for
theory and the one looking for practical applications of that theoretical framework. That said, the
latter reader will find their needs satisfied by chapters one, three, and four of this work (these
three chapters form the practicum). The hope is that employee resource group organizers can
delve directly into the practicum in order to access practical exercises that will immediately
assist them in the promotion and facilitation of a group that is a thriving and mutually beneficial
part of the organizations in which they arise. The primary goals of this work are the facilitation
of ERG’s that:
1. are empowered by the organization’s leadership to drive change,
2. strive to further integrate its members into the workforce,
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3. that reflect the cultural diversity of the organization’s customers and a globalized
economy,
4. that identify leaders within the ERG’s and foster their professional development, and
5. that ultimately improve workplace conditions for marginalized individuals.
Project Feasibility and Implementation
While a healthy ERG will ultimately need financial sponsorship, a wonderful thing about
the theories explored in these pages is that they largely require an investment of time and energy
and not money. This should inform an understanding that hosting and facilitating productive and
value-adding ERG’s within one’s organization is not as simple as providing a conference room
and some refreshments for the ERG’s meetings. This work will ask the facilitator and ERG
volunteers to be intentional and thoughtful about the group, its health, and the way it impacts the
health of the organization. These assessments are ongoing, gauged with metrics, and supported
by organizational leadership.
So, while it might seem that forming an ERG should find its genesis in the employee
breakroom, it is far wiser to first consider their formation in strategic planning meetings. If the
organization is unable to envision ERG’s that require a steady stream of support and, in turn,
ones which can stream value back into the organization, then allowing an ERG to assemble
might be a practice in futility. If you’re the person who wants ERG’s to thrive within your
organization, be you a human resources professional or a CEO, then you must find ways to
communicate about ERG’s in ways that shift perception (ERG’s aren’t mere social gatherings)
and convey value (ERG’s are good for organizational health and have earning potential). This
guide will hopefully provide some of the language needed to communicate about ERG’s in this
way.
3
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Additionally, this guide is intentionally written so that its principles can be applied as
easily in a factory setting as they would be in a corporate office. Too-small organizations, in
many instances, will naturally not give rise to ERG’s, which are unsurprisingly dependent on
pockets of demographically similar individuals in an organization’s workforce. Large
organizations, however, will benefit from this guide because it will help them to establish a clear
understanding of their ERG’s and objectives. This understanding makes it easier when ERG’s
are meeting across job sites or meeting in offices around the globe.
The main obstruction to the feasibility of implementing the techniques described herein is
a lack of commitment. The reader will find that this lack of commitment from facilitators and
leadership will dead-end even the best-intentioned ERG volunteers, whose value-adding
potential will never be fully realized. Thus, the importance of developing a network of leaders
who are dedicated to ERG’s and their potential will play an important role in this guide.
Project Constraints
A definitive guide to the theoretical and practical implementation of ERG’s eclipses both
the scope of this work and this author’s expertise. Understanding these limitations, this project
will seek to emphasize the ways in which the chosen topic draws on concepts and learning
objectives encountered throughout the Master of Leadership Development program. In doing so,
this project seeks less to be a definitive guide and, instead, a point of departure for HR and
administrative professional to begin to think about ERG’s in relationship to the overall wellbeing
of the organization.
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Chapter 1: Key terms, their definitions, and their importance
Employee Resource Groups
Definition
The not-for-profit organization Catalyst, which places its focus on workplace inclusion
and sponsors research to that end, has offered the following definition for Employee Resource
Groups (ERG’s):
ERGs are groups of employees in an organization formed to act as a resource for both
members and the organization. ERGs are voluntary, employee-led groups that can have a
few members or a few thousand. They are typically based on a demographic (e.g.
women), life stages (e.g. Generation Y), or function (e.g. sales). They are dedicated to
fostering a diverse and inclusive work environment within the context of the
organization’s mission, values, goals, business practices, and objectives (Kaplan et al.,
2009).
While dated, this definition provides the best understanding within the context of this
work because it helps to establish several measurable objectives. For instance, this definition
clearly defines one objective as an ERG’s capacity to serve as a resource for both the members
and the organization. It also establishes that an ERG serves to foster inclusive work
environments aligned to an organization’s guiding mission and values. Each of these objectives
can serve as the basis for the development of a key performance indicator (KPI), which will be
offered its own definition at a later point in this chapter.

5
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Background
ERG’s can be traced back to the Civil Rights Movement. In 1964, as race riots brought
mounting tension to the United States, Xerox CEO envisioned workplace groups – then called
Employee Caucuses- that would allow black employees space to speak about their shared
experiences and become advocates for organizational change (Riggio, 2020). According to
Riggio (2020), Xerox continued to spearhead similar initiatives and, in 1974, founded the Black
Women’s Leadership Caucus. While these caucus groups were a beacon of promise for minority
groups, they also posed myriad problems within an organization during the 1960’s and 1970’s.
As May Snowden (2018) points out, because many of the original caucuses mirrored the societal
unrest that was taking place at the time, management often felt the need to keep a comfortable
distance from budding affinity groups so as not to politicize their formation at an administrative
level. It wasn’t until the 1980s that these groups were more fully assimilated into the lives of the
organization, even when those early groups didn’t receive the full support of the organization’s
administration.
Over time, these groups have come to rebrand themselves as employee resource groups
and employee affinity groups and have expanded to include individuals gathering based on
various demographics. More and more, modern ERGs find themselves being supported at the
administrative level, with roughly 90% of Fortune 500 companies having ERGs (Ploetz, 2020).
While many of the early employee caucuses were aimed at creating more equitable working
environments, the modern ERG and its parent organization are now understood to engage in a
more symbiotic relationship, as the ERG also has the ability to add value and help solve
problems at the organizational level (Castellano, 2015, p.20)
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While the popularity and prominence of ERGs has increased since their inception, there
is a wanting in the realm of academic research into the subject. Welbourne et. al. (2015) reports
that the formation and facilitation of ERGs are often forgotten in the curriculum of introductory
HR textbooks and that, in the past 25 years, top-tier academic journals have only published a
handful of articles on the topic. Additionally, Welbourne et. al. point out that a great deal of the
research that is published about ERGs focuses on case studies of individual ERGs within an
organization. Given its historical context, the Black Caucuses at Xerox Corporation is a regularly
cited example of such publications.
Cultural Competency
Definition
This work also investigates recent history for a definition of cultural competency that best
fits its aims. In his 1990 workbook, Developing Culturally Competent Programs for Families of
Children with Special Needs, Roberts defined cultural competency as:
…. a program's ability to honor and respect those beliefs, interpersonal styles, attitudes
and behaviors both of families who are clients and the multicultural staff who are
providing services. In doing so, it incorporates these values at the levels of policy,
administration and practice (p. 4).
As with the previously provided definition for employee resource groups, this definition of
cultural competency provides measurable objectives. At one level, it invites the ERG and its
parent organization to “honor” and “respect” the cultural paradigm of its employees and clients.
More importantly, it moves beyond an equivocal goal to state its clearer objective: that this honor
and respect should impact the organization or program at the levels of policy, administration, and
practice. This understanding provides the ERG and its facilitators with the ability to further
7
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develop KPI’s which will assist in understanding the ERG’s health and its mutual beneficence
within the organization.
Background
In this work’s discussion of the background of employee resource groups, one finds a
brevity of academic study aimed at understanding their mechanics and proper management. In
contrast, cultural competency has been the focus of much academic scrutiny and is a concept
applied in disciplines ranging from social work to academia. This scrutiny has led to the
development of myriad working definitions of the term, in addition to criticisms aimed at
cultural competence theory (Frisby, 2018). The nature of this work leads this author to draw
heavily on cultural competency’s ability to create programs that are, as Roberts establishes,
respectful of varying “…beliefs, interpersonal styles, attitudes and behaviors…” (1990, p. 4).
Because this work focuses on an ERG’s function in creating visibility and diversity within a
workforce, these also become vital to this work’s understanding of cultural competency. This
author proposes that cultural competency, in the scope of this work, is a person or program’s
ability to respect the beliefs, attitudes, needs, and interpersonal styles of individuals and groups
from various backgrounds while also promoting visibility and diversity.
An attempt to try to trace a historical timeline of cultural competency will lead the
researcher to its disparate applications within various disciplines (e.g., the history of cultural
competency in health care). Like the employee caucuses of the 1960s, the development of
cultural competency ran parallel to the efforts of the Civil Rights Movement, though the term
itself would not emerge as a conceptual framework before it was introduced into the model of
social work in the 1980s (Gallego, 1982). Especially in the realm of healthcare, globalization and
the confluence of previously isolated cultures created a need for providers who were culturally
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competent at providing care aligned to the needs of diverse patients. Within the healthcare
industry, this application has raised questions about the nature of culture (e.g., is it static or
fluid?) and has led some researchers to develop constructivist definitions and frameworks for the
application of cultural competency (Garneau & Pepin, 2015). These constructivist definitions
and frameworks are aligned to the goals of this author’s work, as they move the reader away
from envisioning cultural competency as an achievable and finite goal and, instead, to re-vision
cultural competency as an ongoing process and cumulative effort.
While great attention has been paid to the role cultural competence plays in healthcare, its
benefits in the world of business aren’t without merit. In 2017, a Deloitte’s 2017 Human Capital
Trends survey illustrated that “…the proportion of executives who cited inclusion as a top
priority has risen by 32 percent compared to our 2014 survey” (Bourke et. al.) and that 38
percent of executives reported that company diversity and inclusion (D&I) efforts were being
sponsored by CEOs. The survey also illustrated how factors such as the international political
climate and the positive ways D&I can impact financial performance have inspired more effort in
organizations’ pursuit of cultural competence.
This work incorporates cultural competence into its scope to encourage groups to adopt
structures and policies that are truly aimed at impacting cultural understanding at the
organizational level. As will be further explored in chapter four of this work, successful ERG
facilitation can truly lead to labor forces that are more accepting of one another’s ideas and
differences, and have the skills to communicate about difference in healthier, more respectful
ways.

9
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Key Performance Indicators
Definition
Louis Mosca (2019), writing for Forbes, offers the following succinct definition of key
performance indicators (KPIs): “A KPI measures the goals of the business against the actual,
quantifiable data over a specific period of time.” This author favors the conciseness of Mosca’s
definition because it leans away from conceptualizing KPIs as a means of primarily measuring
financial and operational improvement. A holistic approach to KPIs would see them duly
employed at the level of organizational health, as well. This can even come to include the
measurement of an organization’s resiliency (Yukl & Gardner, 2020). This moves the definition
of KPI to more fully include the measure of items such as risk and knowledge management,
flexibility, and collaboration (Werner et. al., 2020).
Background
The history of performance evaluation has elusive origins, but one early example of its
usage was in third century China, where the Wei Dynasty used a simple evaluative system to
measure the performance of members of the dynasty’s family (Yvanovich, 2020). By the 1950’s,
various systems of performance measurement began to take center stage in the realm of
organizational management. These included the M.B.O., S.M.A.R.T., and OKR systems, and are
detailed in Figure 1:
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Figure 1: KPI Timeline created with information from (Yvanavich, 2020)

The usage of KPIs in this research, as opposed to any of the systems previously
mentioned, is that the KPI is as much a measurement tool for direct reports as it is for managers
and administrators. Because KPIs aren’t made complex by detailed rubrics, as employed by the
S.M.A.R.T. system, they are easily accessible to employee-volunteers and easily applied to
volunteer organizations such as ERG’s. Additionally, the malleability of application in utilizing
KPIs results in goal setting that is catered to ERG’s, its members, and its roles within the
organization.

11
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Synthesizing Definitions, Defining Mission
The value of the three definitions offered for employee resource groups, cultural
competency, and key performance indicators is that they contain objectives and provide a
measure for actualizing those objectives. An ERG that is objective focused can better set goals,
track progress, and achieve results. At the same time, an objective-focused ERG can more easily
diagnose problem objectives early and isolate goals that are incongruent with the mission of the
organization. All of this assists the ERG in being more fully aligned with the organization’s
strategy, values, and mission. Synthesizing the three definitions, previously provided, this work
arrives at its principal mission statement:
1. To empower the formation of volunteer-driven employee resource groups;
2. which are aligned to the values and mission of their organizations;
3. and which utilize measurable outcomes and performance indicators;
4. to promote inclusivity and diversity for internal and external customers alike.

12
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The nature of this thesis’s final project, the practicum of this two-fold manual, brings it to
focus in on three key concepts; employee resource groups (ERG’s), cultural competency, and
key performance indicators (KPI’s). Because this project’s core goal is the facilitation of healthy
ERG’s, this literature review will primarily look for those ways that the concepts of cultural
competency and KPI’s have been studied in relationship to ERG’s.
Support for ERG’s
An Initial Gap
This author noted two things when searching academic databases for the term “employee
resource groups.” Firstly, many of the articles that have been written in the past five years (20152020) respond to issues that arise within ERG’s. Judith Katz and Frederick Miller’s article
ERG’s Can’t Do It Alone: Traps to Successful Organization Change Efforts (2020), which is
referenced throughout this work, is but one example of this form of article. Secondly, many of
the most supportive articles returned within those databases focus on specific ERG efforts as
implemented by a company. For instance, Micron Technology published an article in Industry
Weekly (Selko, 2020) detailing their successes in growing ERG participation and, in turn, the
positive ways this participation has driven talent acquisition and career development.
What was missing from many recent articles on this topic were solid links between theory
and practice. This revelation can find its mirror in academic textbooks meant to inform future
human resources professionals, as cursory and/or in-depth information about ERG’s is often a
missing topic within these curriculums (Welbourne et. al., 2015). This gap served to inspire this
work, and hopefully inspires the reader to find ways to connect the goals and values of the ERG
with theoretical frameworks that will support their healthy and successful implementation.
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Moving from Recreation to Resource
Many authors detail the importance of developing a culture in which the organization
envisions the ERG as a resource and not a mere recreational/social group. Michael Bach, the
founder and CEO of Canadian Centre for Diversity and Inclusion, states that ERG’s that are
viewed as social clubs can deter diverse attendance (2020). In his discussion, he notes that men
might refrain from attending a women’s resource group meeting if that meeting is perceived as a
social event aimed at women. Perhaps more importantly, Bach makes it clear that ERG’s must
define themselves clearly in relationship to their values and aims because, as he puts it, “People
don’t ‘get’ ERGs. They don’t understand what their purpose is. With that lack of knowledge,
they fill in the gap for themselves” (Bach, 2020, para. 14). Additionally, when an ERG lands on
clear objectives, it allows people who don’t “fit” into the demographic to join in the effort more
seamlessly. This is because clear objectives allow non-demographically similar members to
voice why they have joined (e.g., as advocates,
because they’re passionate about a pursuit of
the group) and help to bridge barriers between
members who do and do not fall into the
demographic for which the ERG is designed
(Cline, 2019). This author has provided the
hypothetical conversation in Figure 2 to help
envisage how clearly communicating objectives
can assist with new-member interactions.

Figure 2: Example New-Member Conversation

Another key motivator in moving away from a recreational ERG and towards a
resourceful one is that the group will assume a value-adding position within the company.

14
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Assisting with recruitment and talent acquisition are one value-adding role that the ERG can play
in the life of the company (Fuller, 2020). From ERG members setting up a booth at a job fair, to
career development and mentoring programs fostered by the ERG, there are countless ways that
such a group can impact and improve the talent lifecycle within an organization. ERG members
can also be brought into the fold of any project that might benefit from their point of view. In this
way, companies are now utilizing ERG’s for think tanks, project development, and building
stronger, more vital connections with clients, suppliers, and organizational partners (Goode &
Dixon, 2016).
Organizational Resilience and Key Performance Indicators
Key performance indicators (KPI’s) often take the form of a measure that allows an
organization to gauge their successes in the realm of finance and production. Some scholars
place attention on the ability of KPI’s and their utilization as a gauge for measuring non-financial
successes and even organizational resilience. Werner et. al. (2021) describe the various ways that
a company can utilize pre-existing KPI’s to measure an organization’s resiliency. For instance,
they indicate that creating metrics to measure stock level show correlation to improved risk
management and visibility that allows for a company to forecast contingencies in cases of
emergencies or even supply-chain disruption. Turning to non-financial KPI’s, one can find
measurements used in broad applications ranging from talent assessment to brand reputation.
This author proposes that, in much the same way that KPI’s can be utilized in the
measurement of an organization’s resilience, financial and non-financial KPI’s can also be
utilized in assessing the health of an ERG. In some ways, the ERG might even become a
microcosm which reflects broader implications to its parent organization. The success or failure
of a resource group for people of color, for example, might inform an understanding of the racial
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equity of the company in which it forms. It is imperative to bear in mind that correlation does not
imply causation, but an ERG equipped with well-suited KPI’s might not only improve its own
organizational resilience but inform resiliency in its parent organization.
Criticisms of ERG’s
Criticisms Integral to This Work
Two chief criticisms of ERG’s take center stage in this work’s understanding of its goal.
Katz and Miller (2020) are explicit in their discussion of the problems that can arise when the
efforts of the ERG are not being met with the support of executive sponsorship and/or senior
leadership. In such scenarios, ERG members can become frustrated when their initiatives and
project proposals never gain organizational support or come to fruition. Another byproduct of
this problem is that it can mirror a lack of ERG membership sourced from all levels of an
organization’s employees. This not only stifles the ability of the ERG to be effective at creating
change within all those levels, it can also serve to isolate members of the ERG from their
colleagues.
This isolation and segregation from colleagues is the second chief criticism that informs
this works understanding. Katz and Miller (2020) discuss this in latent ways within their article
ERG’s can't do it alone: Traps to successful organization change efforts. Uncoupled with
leadership support, the ERG can be left to do most of the organization’s work of creating safe
and equitable spaces for minority populations within a workforce. Isolated from leadership, the
ERG members assume this implicit role without being offered clear objectives and/or outcomes
that help them to understand their efforts in the value system of the organization. In turn, the
organization’s leadership becomes isolated from the ERG and the myriad offerings which it
could offer. These include talent acquisition, professional development opportunities, skill and
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idea sharing, and the many ways that an organization can create an “…inclusive environment
that leverages differences” (Katz & Miller, 2020, p. 21).
The isolation that an ERG member might feel is not always the result of a lack of
leadership involvement. An employee’s own social intersectionality, for instance, can play a part
in these feelings of segregation. To
offer a brief definition,
intersectionality is a term coined
by Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1980
and provides a framework for
analyzing the ways in which race,
class, gender, sexual orientation,
and other individual characteristics
can “intersect” and inform the
individual’s experience. For

Figure 3:Intersectionality Illustrated via Venn Diagram

instance, a male who is black and
gay has experiences informed by each of those characteristics and their overlaps. To illustrate
this starkly, one can utilize a Venn diagram to consider negative stereotypes and perceptions
associated with the terms “male,” “black,” and “gay” and how they intersect (Figure 3). With
reference to ERG’s, intersectionality can create isolation by limiting an individual’s participation
with others who share their varied individual characteristics. For instance, a male, gay, person of
color might have to choose between devoting time to an ERG that is comprised of LGBTQ+
workers and their allies, and one that is comprised of people of color and their allies. As Elaine
Montilla (2020), a member of Forbes’ Technology Council, states:
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I remember at times asking myself which ERG I should go to: the one for women in
leadership, the one for LGBTQ employees, the Latino group or the women in tech group?
I am a diverse human being who believes in belonging everywhere, and that means
wanting to be part of the white people group, too (para. 6).
Montilla doesn’t only offer a criticism, but also an alternative. In response to her criticism, she
indicates that companies can create space so that, instead of utilizing their time organizing
volunteer efforts such as ERG’s, employees can be invited to be visible members of the
workforce through being appointed as leaders in projects that are valuable to the organization.
She also proposes that leadership teams be intentional so that relationship building and employee
engagement are built into the workflow of day to day operations. This approach allows people to
live into the fullness of their personhood while creating visibility, without needing to choose
which personal characteristics to emphasize.
Another response to Montilla’s second criticism, that ERG’s can serve to isolate and
segregate group members, can be found in the need for intergroup dialoguing. Tina Kanti
Agustiady (2019) outlines a process for this type of dialogue, which is aimed at promoting
representation and communication between various groups of people. Agustiady’s process is
fivefold (Figure 2):
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Figure 4: Intergroup Dialogue Process Chart designed utilizing information from Agustiady (2019).

For Agustiady, this fivefold process creates an environment in which individuals can move away from
unguided conversation and towards dialogue that becomes “…a distinctive education and communication
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process” (2019, p. 20). In creating this distinction, root causes for conflict, bias, segregation, and other
similar ills can be identified and addressed at the group and organizational levels.
Agustiady’s fivefold process can also be understood as it relates to cultural competency, a term
that is integral to this work. In noting that dwindling lack of scholarly articles that focus on cultural
competence in library education, Fiona Blackburn (2020) notes that she finds skill-sharing and
international dialoguing to be methods of promoting inclusion and cultural awareness often cited in these
works. Agustiady, then, provides at least one tool for the strengthening of such efforts.

The “Performative” ERG
Another criticism often leveled against the implementation of ERG’s is that they can
become a superficial means of addressing issues of diversity and inclusion (D&I). This criticism
focuses on the fact that executives and CEOs can cite ERG’s as evidence that the company is
engaged in D&I efforts, even if the ERG is not being given the proper resources or leadership
support to actually effect change within the organization (Chhaya, 2020). This can provide a
form of performative allyship for companies, in which they reap the rewards of signaling that
D&I is a part of the organizational culture even when those volunteers working towards ERG’s
are under-sponsored and underutilized. It is for these, and similar reasons, that Katz and Miller
(2020) stress the importance of envisioning ERG’s as a component part of an organization’s
overall initiatives to promote diversity and inclusion.
Issues of Compensation
While the definition of employee resource group, utilized by this work, designates them
as “voluntary,” this does not necessarily mean that ERG organizers and members should go
uncompensated for their efforts. In 2020, Twitter announced that it would begin to compensate
leaders of its business resource groups (the company’s verbiage for ERG’s) in an effort to
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illustrate that these leaders were principal players in the company’s inclusion efforts (Estrada,
2020). While compensating the volunteers who lead and facilitate ERG’s might seem like a
generally good decision, one can also argue that such compensation can lead the ERG’s to
become illegal entities within an organization. In section 8(a)2 of The National Labor Relations
Act (NLRA) of 1935, one finds verbiage that offers a prohibition for employers seeking to
interfere with or contribute financial support to any labor organization and/or organizations
which might come to deal with employee grievances (Odessky, 2020). When questioning the
legality of ERG’s, Odessky points out that the more ongoing and bilateral interaction the
employer has with the group, the more said group comes to be in violation of section 8(a)2 of the
NLRA. This author would note that, throughout this work, the interaction of the organization’s
leadership is considered an essential factor in the healthy facilitation of an ERG. An ERG would
likely only be called into question in situations where said ERG was discouraging or preventing
a body of workers from unionizing. Still, as many ERGs advocate for their members, it could be
said that their facilitation does impede unionization through redress of workplace grievances.
ERG’s and Discrimination
It might feel counterintuitive to consider ERG’s, which are meant to facilitate visibility
and inclusion, and their potential role in workplace discrimination. In reality, there is a real
possibility that ERG’s and their parent organizations might knowingly and/or unknowingly
create discriminatory practices in the facilitation of the groups. This can occur in two primary
ways: when a company facilitates the formation of one demographic’s ERG and not another’s; or
when an existing ERG only allows members of a certain demographic to join its ranks (Kroll et.
al., 2017). This should serve as an impetus for organizations to create clear and equitable
guidelines for the formation and facilitation of employee resource groups. To demonstrate the
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value of such clear and equitable guidelines, one can look to a court case brought against General
Motors Corporation (GM). Moranski v. Gen. Motors Corp., 433 F.3d 537 (7th Cir. 2005) found
an employee leveling discrimination charges against GM because the company wouldn’t allow
the formation of a Christian Employee Network (Digilov, 2018). GM had created an equitable
guideline that prohibited any religious resource group from forming, and the court ruled that GM
had been impartial in its treatment of the situation.
Additionally, organization’s can encourage their ERG organizers to envision the groups
as gathering places for those of shared demographics and their allies. Not only does this
openness prevent the ERG from becoming discriminatory with its membership practices, it has
the real potential to energize the group with allies who will bring passion, drive, and support to
the ranks of the ERG (Asare, 2018).
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Chapter 3: Common Problems the ERG Encounters
Because an ERG can be as dynamic as the company itself, its volunteers and facilitators
might expect any number of issues to arise in the life of the group. The following sections will
take a closer look at three common problems that ERG’s might encounter before providing a
theoretical framework for addressing the issues discussed. The principal mission, outlined at the
end of Chapter 1, will also be applied to each problem as a framework for understanding. In the
practicum of this work, this author will discuss the value of utilizing this framework in broader
applications, and its exploration here will serve to augment that discussion.
Common Problem #1: ERGs Not Utilized to Add Value
Scenario: A company facilitates the formation of an ERG and even invests resources in the
group’s activities. A human resource specialist attends the group’s meetings and periodically
reports the group’s activities at personnel meetings. The organization’s leadership feels that they
have done a good thing in allowing the group’s formation, but they stop short of considering the
ways that the ERG might add value back to the company. Because of this, no substantial goals
are determined for the ERG and it serves as a social club for its members.
In this scenario, the organization is not capitalizing on the value potential of the ERG,
instead focusing on the beneficence at play in the lives of its members. This is a missed
opportunity, as properly facilitated ERGs have immense value-adding potential. For instance,
positive and negative bias can affect performance at every level of the organization. Focusing in
on the hiring and talent development practices of a company, those biases have the capacity to
over and underrepresent demographics from which valuable talent could be sourced. The ERG
can serve as a value-adding component in a larger understanding of those biases and, in turn,
improve the talent life cycle within an organization (Fuller, 2020). ERGs can also help an
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organization to develop a workforce that is reflective of the diversity of its customer or client
base. Shelton Goode (Goode & Dixon, 2016) reports that more than 70 percent the companies he
researched, in a study for SHRM, were utilizing their ERG’s in this way, and that 30 percent
were utilizing ERG’s to increase the organization’s spending with diverse suppliers. Another
vital way that the ERG can add value to the organization is through utilizing the groups as thinktanks to tackle projects and problem-solving situations. The Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association utilizes ERG’s as “incubators for solutions,” and sees its 170 ERG members serving
on six think tanks working on various projects
Applying the Principle Mission Statement
This first scenario can now be weighed against the rubric of this work’s principal mission
statement to better understand a path forward:
1. To empower the formation of volunteer-driven employee resource groups:
Revisiting Scenario #1, the company has facilitated the formation of a volunteer-driven
employee resource group, though they have stopped short of that group’s empowerment.
Looking back to the Introduction of this work, one finds that this author has designated a
two-fold requirement for this works usages of the term “empowerment”: 1) that the
employee resource group is organized in a way that helps its members to feel integrated
with their peers, and 2) that the employee resource group be supported by organizational
leadership that can help to impact change. Firstly, because the group is not driven by
objectives that would drive integration, there is no way of measuring if this goal is being
achieved. Secondly, the group is not being supported by organizational leadership in any
robust way. Scenario #1 illustrates an ERG that is out of alignment with the first part of
this work’s principal mission statement.
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2. Which are aligned to the values and mission of their organization;
In Scenario #1, we find an ERG that isn’t being brought into the fold of the
organization’s strategic planning efforts or being given any direction from senior
management. An organization, let alone an ERG, is not able to live into an organization’s
mission statement unless the organization’s leadership utilize that mission to drive and
improve the quality of engagement (Craig, 2018). So, while the hypothetical players in
this first scenario might see the mission on articles such as company documents or
signage, they are missing the key element of having leadership reinforce that mission and
how the ERG helps the organization live more fully into that mission’s value. Again, this
ERG is out of alignment with the second part of this work’s principal mission statement.
3. and which utilize measurable outcomes and performance indicators;
Because the ERG of Scenario #1 is being operated as a quasi-social club for employees
who have demographic commonalities, and because they are not being given objectives
whose success could be made measurable, one can understand that this ERG falls short of
living into the third part of this work’s principal mission statement.
4. to promote inclusivity and diversity for internal and external customers alike.
Here, one finds the hypothetical ERG enjoying some success, as they have taken steps
towards the promotion of inclusivity and diversity. That said, the beneficiaries of these
efforts are largely, if not entirely, understood by the organization through the lens of
internal customers. Additionally, even though the ERG might be implicitly benefiting the
organization’s external customers, a lack of measurable outcomes means that the group is
unable to fully actualize the fourth part of the principal mission statement.
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The path forward:
To better live into the rubric of this work’s principal mission statement, the organization
must provide support from the administrative level so that the ERG has tangible support from the
organization’s leadership. This leadership support should also drive the ERG’s understanding of
the company’s value and mission in relationship to the capacity of the ERG. Once the ERG
understands its capacity, it must begin to set objectives that have measurable outcomes. For
instance, if leadership indicates that the ERG will play an important part in minority visibility in
relationship to talent acquisition, the ERG might set the goal that its members take part in at least
20 percent of the organization’s job-fair efforts over the coming year. This is a measurable
outcome, and one that focuses on both external customers (potential talent) and the value-adding
potential of the group.
Next, the organization must work to make sure that membership in the ERG is predicated
upon integration into the greater workforce, as ERG members can sometimes find themselves
segregated from that population due to their efforts and time invested into the group. One way
the hypothetical ERG could invite integration is through emphasizing the group’s welcoming of
allies among its membership (Egbert, 2019). This can also be translated into a measurable
outcome. For instance, the group might set a goal of hosting bi-quarterly lunch and learn
activities that invite the larger workforce to learn about the group’s initiatives.
The execution of these changes, alone, would help the hypothetical ERG to actualize this
work’s principal mission statement and, in doing so, would provide much-needed direction for
the group, its facilitators, and the organization’s leadership.
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Figure 5: Scenario One's Path Forward

Common Problem #2: Moving Past Affinity and Towards Resource
Scenario: A company has a thriving affinity group that wishes to be a resource for the
organization. A human resource professional helps the volunteers to facilitate their meetings. The
human resource professional and two liaisons from the group met with company leadership and,
as a result of that meeting, the organization has provided budgeting consideration for the group.
While all of that is positive, the group feels more like their gatherings lack real purpose and
they’re unsure of how to become a resource for the company. Additionally, the group hasn’t
established any clear policies or defined its value and mission. So, while attendance is
flourishing, the group struggles to understand itself and communicate its aims effectively.
In this scenario, the organization seems to be more acutely aware of the value potential of
the resource group, even creating a budget for the group’s operation. Additionally, the
company’s leadership team has taken a more active role in the life of the ERG than the
hypothetical group from the first scenario. With those points aside, the group does struggle to
understand how it can add value to the company. This disconnect can arise from a lack of
understanding, about the role of the ERG, by its members, the organization, or both. The ERG
can be made instrumental in a wide range of projects of various levels of importance to the
organization. In 2016, for instance, CVS Pharmacies worked with a colleague resource group
and the Department of Veterans Affairs to create an initiative which was aimed at providing
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expanded access to care services for Californian veterans (Lundgren & Berkoff, 2017). Through
this collaboration, not only was CVS Pharmacies able to meet the needs of its external
customers, but it utilized the initiative to develop improved product workflows for employees as
well. This example demonstrates that, properly empowered, the ERG can serve as a key player in
largescale projects the organization wishes to undertake.
Applying the Principle Mission Statement
The rubric of the principal mission statement will now be weighed against the second
scenario:
1. To empower the formation of volunteer-driven employee resource groups:
In this scenario, the organization has more fully met the standard established for
“empowerment” as laid out by this work. They are creating opportunities for ERG
members to work with other teams, including meetings with leadership, and have made
budgeting considerations for the group. What leadership has failed to establish are viable
methods of helping the group to understand itself in relationship to its own mission and
values. Without that sense of value and mission, the group might find their efforts
disjointed and energies misplaced, and they will lack concise language for
communicating about their group and its aims.
2. which are aligned to the values and mission of their organization;
While the organization has ascertained the ERG is valuable enough to create a budget for
the group, its leadership does not seem to have given the group a clear sense of where
they fit in with the organization’s values and mission. This lack of understanding is not
uncommon, as some 63 percent of employees lack insight into their company’s vision
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and desired outcomes (Eklund, 2017). Lacking this understanding, the ERG is unaware
how to make itself a viable resource and to provide value back to the company.
3. and which utilize measurable outcomes and performance indicators;
Without a clear understanding of the company’s vision or their own objectives, the ERG
is largely unable to set measurable outcomes or gauge their successes with performance
indicators.
4. to promote inclusivity and diversity for internal and external customers alike.
The ERG from this scenario mirrors the group from scenario one. While the ERG might
be implicitly benefiting the organization’s external customers, a lack of measurable
outcomes means that the group is unable to fully actualize the fourth part of the principal
mission statement.
The path forward:
What one finds in this second scenario, as opposed to scenario one, is a company that is
much more willing to invest time, money, and resources into the ERG. One way to conceptualize
the issue at play in the life of this hypothetical ERG is to consider the possibility that the
organization’s leadership does not have a clear understanding of how to engage with the ERG
outside of the provision of resources. A solidly built relationship between the ERG and an
organization’s leadership team moves beyond executive sponsorship, however. When senior
leaders take a more active role in the ERG, they can serve as liaisons between the group and
executive colleagues (Katz & Miller, 2020). Another mutually beneficial role the senior leader
can assume with the ERG is that of mentor. Not only does this provide opportunities to the ERG,
but it can offer a cost and time-efficient way for the organization’s leadership to offer mentorship
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and can serve, at least in part, as an organically arising leadership peer group (Nemeth & Byrne,
2020).
The hypothetical company in this second scenario would be wise to provide leadership
support and to consider the ROI in relationship to their budgeting considerations. Ideally, this
latter consideration would lead to the formation of tangible goals and outcomes for the ERG,
helping them to become a more empowered part of the organization and a value-adding team.

Figure 6: Scenario Two's Path Forward

Common Problem #3: Too Few ERG Participants
Scenario: Jane is a skilled human resources specialist. When approached by two members of the
LGBTQ community about increasing visibility in the organization, Jane excitedly mentioned the
possibility of creating an ERG for LGBTQ members of the workforce and their allies. Jane
facilitated a meeting between the two LGBTQ members of the workforce and the organization’s
leadership, and a senior leader agreed to take an active role in the life of the ERG. Additionally,
leadership indicated that they want the group to develop a proposal of ways that the organization
could help foster a relationship with the LGBTQ community in their local communities.
Unfortunately, membership numbers for the ERG never grew. The two original members
invested volunteer hours to facilitate meetings that were, at most, attended by a handful of
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individuals who wouldn’t commit to regular attendance or to participate in the goals of the ERG.
The two founding members eventually suffered from burnout and eventually stopped planning
meetings, effectively ending the life of the ERG and their work on community-outreach
objectives.
This scenario differs in many ways from the previous two. Here, one finds an
organization that is taking many of the necessary steps to empower the ERG and, instead, a
workforce that doesn’t yield enough active participants for the ERG to be vital and productive. It
is helpful, here, to remember that the ERG is subject to many of the pre-existing issues that an
organization will encounter with its personnel. This includes, but is not limited to, turnover,
attendance issues, and interpersonal conflicts. For hourly employees, the issues can be
compounded by scheduling conflicts, unclear expectations about the volunteer-nature of the
ERG, and fewer channels for making the ERG visible to shift employees (e.g., company email)
(Frankel, 2020).
When an ERG is small, it is imperative that facilitators and the organization’s leadership
consider the feasibility of the group. While it is not impossible for an ERG to be comprised of
five or less individuals, their objectives need to be developed accordingly. In fact, a small
group’s initial objectives might focus on workforce outreach and tracking engagement. There are
also ways that an organization can incentivize the employee’s active involvement in the aims of
the ERG. For instance, because many ERG’s are utilized to ascertain leadership potential, the
leadership development aims of some ERGs can be factored into performance reviews and/or
performance improvement plans (London, 2019). This should never be utilized to coerce an
employee into an ERG or its activities, of course, but might help willing ERG members to have a
better sense of how the ERG can be part and parcel of their professional development.
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Finally, when a very small caucus of employees approaches organizational leadership,
the raising of the possibility of ERGs is best done in a circumspect manner. While the aim of this
work is to explore the empowerment of ERGs, they are not the only means to bring
demographically similar employees together. One alternative is an Inclusion Council. In this
model, representatives from varying backgrounds meet on a regular basis to discuss the efforts of
the organization’s D&I team and/or initiatives (Atchison, 2020). Another alternative is the
development of a program that places its greater emphasis on allyship. This model ensures that a
small number of representatives from any given demographic can still work for and promote
visibility within their organization. These ally programs can be instrumental in the establishment
and modeling of programs such as “See Something, Say Something” campaigns on a jobsite,
ally-mentorship programs, and the diversification of an organization’s workforce (Melaku et. al.,
2020).
Applying the Principle Mission Statement
The rubric of the principal mission statement will now be weighed against the third
scenario:
1. To empower the formation of volunteer-driven employee resource groups:
In this scenario, one needs to understand this work’s definition of “empower” through a
slightly more nuanced lens. While the company has provided resources and executive
sponsorship to this budding ERG program, this willingness to support the ERG has
superseded an understanding of the possible limitations the group might face. In ignoring
this, they provided a lofty objective that the small and inconsistent ERG was ultimately
unable to fulfill. This type of incongruency, between ambitious objectives and low
attendance, even has the potential to lead to breakdowns in trust between members of the
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ERG and leadership members who help to set such goals (Hart & Clark, 2016). These
compounded issues would only serve to disempower and discourage its members.
Another issue at play is that this hypothetical company failed to understand that, with
such limited numbers, the employee’s inclusion in a program such as an Inclusion
Council or Allyship Program might have provided them integration into the greater
workforce in a way that the formation of a small ERG could not.
2. which are aligned to the values and mission of their organization;
The company, in this scenario, seems to be attuned to the benefits of aligning the ERG
with the values and mission of the organization. Likewise, they immediately seek out
ways to make the ERG a value-adding part of the organization’s culture. As was
previously stated, in the company’s rush to empower the small ERG, they created a
workload and set of expectations that would ultimately disempower its members. It is
paramount that organizations refrain from utilizing ERGs as figureheads or the face of
their D&I initiatives. A better practice is to understand the ERG as a component of an
organization’s overall D&I efforts (Katz & Miller, 2020). This will help to prevent a
burgeoning ERG from becoming overtaxed with explicit and implicit expectations about
their role in the diversity efforts of the organization and help the organization’s
leadership not to overtax small groups. As Katz & Miller point out, the ERG should be
“…only one element in a larger change intervention” (p. 19).
3. and which utilize measurable outcomes and performance indicators;
In this scenario, we see that the organization has helped the ERG to establish objectives,
but they are remiss in helping the ERG to make those outcomes measurable. In doing
this, the organization has weakened the ERG’s ability to build realistic and measurable
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outcomes into their proposal. The goal in setting these objectives is not for the
organization to micromanage the ERG. Instead, establishing a goal (e.g., the ERG will
create a proposal which will increase networking with LGBT organizations in the
community by 20%) helps the team to coordinate, measure their achievement, and think
beyond the confines of their own immediate goals (Gothelf, 2020). In this way, clear
objective setting helps the organization move away from any tendency to micromanage
the ERG and towards trusting its ability to utilize clear objectives to propel growth.
4. to promote inclusivity and diversity for internal and external customers alike.
The company’s ultimate goal, in this scenario, appears to be promotion of inclusivity and
diversity. As previous discussion has indicated, this goal might not be best actualized
through the formation of the ERG. Just as an ERG shouldn’t take the place of holistic
D&I programs and initiatives, an ERG shouldn’t be established for the sole purpose of
the company feeling as if it has done a moral or societally good thing. As has been
illustrated, an overworked and under guided ERG will do far more to foster burnout and
disillusionment than to promote the aims of inclusiveness and diversity. When in doubt
about the future success of an ERG, the organization should feel comfortable
communicating this to the interested parties and look towards alternatives that will
empower their success and wellbeing.
The path forward:
In this scenario, the company would have been wise to consider the attendance levels of
the group before assigning significant goals vital to the mission of the company. For instance, the
human resources specialist might have met with the two members and representatives from the
organization’s leadership to discuss possibilities rather than finite goals. Then, the human
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resources specialist (assuming she is helping to facilitate the group) and the two founding
members might set some measurable goals relating to workforce outreach and membership.
Those goals might be: 1) create an internal ad campaign targeting members of the LGBTQ
community and their allies, 2) organize one meet and greet style lunch with the group’s members
and a member of the organization’s leadership to discuss mutual values of the ERG and the
organization, and 3) see average meeting attendance grow to six persons in the first two quarters.
These objectives might even be linked to possible outcomes. For example: If the attendance goal
is met, the organization will begin to assign more value-driven objectives. If the attendance goal
is not met, the organization will meet with current members to discuss their possible role in other
D&I programs and initiatives. Not only do these objectives empower the group members, they
foster an understanding of the group’s direction and possible alternatives that would allow group
members to continue to work towards their aims.

Figure 7: Scenario Three's Path Forward
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Chapter 4: A Phase Plan for Establishing and Maintaining the Healthy ERG
This chapter will establish a four-phase plan that can be utilized in the establishment of
ERG’s. ERG facilitators should still refer to the principal mission statement, often, as a
“temperature check” of the health of the group. Figure 5 offers a concise overview of the fourphase plan before this text explores each phase more
thoroughly.
Phase One: Developing ERG/Leadership Pool
Perhaps the reader has been approached by a
group of employees who are interested in establishing
an ERG, or maybe the reader has recognized the
potential that ERG’s have within their organization. In
any case, phase one tasks the ERG facilitator with
Figure 8: Four-phase plan summary

work that should be done before any formative

meetings of a group take place. In this phase, the facilitator is gauging the commitment level of
the organization’s leadership, is creating expectations for what executive sponsorship will entail,
and (perhaps most importantly) establishing policy that will govern the formation and operation
of any and all ERG’s that form.
Secure Commitment, Create Expectations
One of the first questions an ERG facilitator might ask themselves is “Is D&I an integral
part of this organization’s strategy?” If the answer is yes, then the facilitator might find
leadership allies in those who have a vested interest in the health of the company’s D&I
initiatives. If the answer is no, then the facilitator can rely on the importance of D&I initiatives
when it comes time to “sell” ERG’s to leadership. As has been stressed at earlier portions of this
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work, ERG’s should not take the place of or assume the responsibility for a robust D&I program
and facilitators shouldn’t over-commit their future ERG’s to aims and objectives that fall outside
their purview.
An earlier portion of this text stressed the importance of learning to communicate the
value of ERG’s effectively, and this skill is vital in seeking commitment from the organization’s
leadership. One way to do this is to look to the language the organization is already using to
establish its values. For instance, does the company mission statement contain verbiage such as
“We will strive to treat all customers and employees with integrity?” If so, the mission statement
is providing language that can be utilized in pitching ERG’s, and the facilitator could emphasize
the ways that such groups are not only good for employee health, but that they have the potential
to help employees treat customers with more integrity as well. Does the company promote
Health and Safety initiatives? If so, the facilitator can emphasize the ways that ERG’s can
become integral to those initiatives. For instance, some companies are forming mental health
employee resource groups in response to the stressors brought about by the novel Covid-19 virus
(Porter et. al., 2020).
Using the company’s values to leverage ERG’s has the added benefit of helping the
facilitator to gain a clearer understanding of how ERG development can best be aligned to
corporate goals. This understanding is a critical component in securing executive sponsorship.
For instance, a company might already have a D&I goal of utilizing social media to promote
diversity. ERG’s could play a role in this effort as think tanks, content developers, and
promoters. Leaders involved in these D&I efforts would have a direct incentive to offer some of
their time to sponsor the ERG, and the mutually beneficial nature of that relationship is well
aligned to this work’s principal mission statement.
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As leaders begin to understand the value of ERG’s and express an interest in sponsorship,
they should be asked to help establish clear expectations surrounding that sponsorship.
Continuing with the previous example of an ERG assisting with the promotion of diversity via
social media, the ERG facilitator could ask leadership involved in D&I to designate how much
time they are willing to commit to the group. This is another opportunity to reinforce value and
set clear expectations. Instead of asking “Could you attend two ERG meetings a month?” the
facilitator can reinforce tangible goals by asking “Could you meet with the ERG twice each
month to discuss social media goals, engagement, and current projects?” This helps leadership to
see that their time with the ERG is time spent productively, and that the ERG will not be a
competing work priority but a synergistic one.
It is also important to let potential executive sponsors know the important role they will
play in the realm of communication, as they will often serve as a channel for the flow of
information from the organization’s leadership to the members of the ERG and vice versa. They
will, at times, serve as a broker for ideas and should feel comfortable hearing and saying “no,”
but also advocating for those initiatives which have value-adding potential. This reality can even
be aligned to the goals of supervisors and managers whose professional goals include improving
communication skills and/or communicating with a cross-functional range of employees. The
facilitator should always be considering ways to express value, in these ways, as this emphasis
can help to reframe ERG’s for potential sponsors who might misunderstand or undervalue the
potential of ERG’s.
This initial phase is also an appropriate time to express clear expectations for the ERG, in
terms of what will be expected of such groups within the company. This can best be
communicated through the establishment of clear policy relating to the governance of ERG’s.
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Establish Policy
ERG’s should be guided by clear policy, which not only allows the ERG to align to the
values and needs of the organization but also allows ERG members to understand their roles,
their goals, and even their limitations. Such policy not only helps to establish parameters for
what ERG’s can and will look like within a given organization, it also helps ERG volunteers to
self-govern and empower their group. Clearly written policy is also legally preemptive, in that it
can prevent the larger organization and ERG groups from engaging in unethical and illegal
behaviors such as discriminatory practices (e.g., Moranski v. Gen. Motors Corp).
Policy creation is also an opportunity to gather cross-functional input about what an
ERG’s “best practices” might look like in relationship to the organization. For instance, if the
organization already has D&I initiatives, ERG formation might rely more heavily on input and
intervention from diversity managers. On the other hand, if the organization does not have a
well-developed D&I program, the ERG formation process might rely more heavily on human
resources professionals or help from executive sponsors.
When creating ERG policy, organizations should consider:
1. ERG Creation Process: The policy should outline the process of creating an ERG.
“Who do employees approach with a proposed ERG?” “How does the group create a
system of self-governance?” “How are young ERG’s paired with executive sponsorship?”
Creating a workflow to answer such questions not only creates uniform expectations, it
provides clear direction which can enable ERG volunteers to take an empowered and
informed role in ERG creation.
2. ERG Governance: Policy should also provide parameters for ERG governance. For
instance, what common roles (e.g., president, vice-president, clerk) are recommended for
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the organization’s ERG’s? Will volunteer-leaders serve for a specified term, giving others
a chance to step into leadership roles? If the organization starts a disability-focused ERG
at one of its locations, and employees express a desire to form a similar ERG at another
location, does the new group start from the ground up or do they work with members of
the pre-existing leadership team?
3. Prohibited ERG’s: As was evidenced by Moranski v. Gen. Motors Corp (7th Cir. 2005),
General Motors created policy that prohibited the formation of religious-based ERG’s.
This meant that their refusal to sponsor a Christian ERG was not targeted, as their policy
also would prohibit the formation of ERG’s meeting under the mantle of religions such as
Buddhism, Sikhism, or Islam. An organization might include verbiage in their policy that
bars ERG’s forming around political parties/candidates/causes, groups which are aimed
at opposing another demographic, and groups which engage in any activity/aim that is
otherwise prohibited in the greater canon of an organization’s policy. To keep the ERG in
compliance with legislation such as The National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) of 1935,
organizations can also include language that prevents ERG’s forming with the express
intent to engage in any of the bargaining activities typically associated with unions.
4. Grievances: As with any group, disputes can, and likely will, arise within the dynamics
of an ERG. Policy should not leave the ERG members to act as “judge and jury” in such
instances but should create clear recourse. For example, the policy might indicate that
any dispute, which cannot be settled within the confines of the ERG’s regular business,
must be mediated by the executive sponsor. An additional point, concerning grievances,
is that the ERG shouldn’t be a forum for hearing or settling personal grievances, as this
puts the ERG directly at odds with the NLRA.
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5. Group Dissolution: This author includes this as a point of policy because, if effectually
written, procedures for group dissolution can communicate a great deal about the
company’s value of ERG’s. For instance, a hypothetical ERG has been meeting for
roughly six months and the volunteer leadership is already starting to grow weary of
putting in extra, unpaid time at work. That said, several of the ERG members are
benefiting from the group. Despite this, and because no clear policy outlines the process
for group dissolution, the volunteer leaders move to dissolve the group and the executive
sponsor allows them to do so. This hypothetical scenario would have played out much
differently if ERG policy stated that such groups can only be dissolved with a majority
vote of its membership to do so. Or, perhaps, policy verbiage makes it clear that ERG
leadership must meet with executive sponsors to look for alternatives to dissolution. The
aim of this author is not to purport that ERG’s should never face disbanding, but that
allowing groups to form and disform too readily can, in its own way, devalue the role of
ERG’s within the organization.
A final note on crafting ERG policy regards language. First, the policy should utilize
clear and concise language that is easily understood by a wide range of employees. Second, the
language should not be overly restrictive in tone. While there might be points within the policy
that do offer prohibitions, the language should not stifle creativity or the organic growth and
output of the group. This is echoed by Jenn Lofgren (2020), writing for Forbes, who states:
Know the difference between your nonnegotiables and areas or actions that can be left to
your employees' best judgment. Opening up critical thinking at the employee level
creates a culture of consistent decision making throughout the organization (para. 11).
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One way to promote this critical thinking is to require that ERG’s develop their own charters
that, in addition to a company’s ERG policy, help to govern the group. The following example
(Figure 6) is a simple outline of what a company’s ERG policy might entail, and utilizes the
formation of a charter to ask ERG leadership, among other things, to devise a system of due
process for handling disputes and grievances:

Figure 9:Sample ERG Policy
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Phase Two: Formative Meetings of the ERG
Phase two moves forward with the assumption that the organization has done its part to
articulate policy that creates general guidelines for its ERG’s, and that the fledgling ERG has
formed in compliance with those guidelines. This phase will focus on the early development of
the group, via its formative meetings, especially as that development relates to leadership and
mission.
Leadership and Policy
Whether or not the organization’s policy gives clear guidance regarding an ERG’s
leadership roles, one topic that should be introduced within early meetings is ERG leadership
and its function. Before leaders are ever chosen, leadership roles should be clearly defined, their
aims and limitations understood, and their value emphasized. If the ERG will utilize a charter,
leadership definitions can be contained therein. As with a paid job position, giving volunteers a
clear vision of what leadership roles entail is a vital step in promoting engagement and valueadding activity (Johnston, 2019).
Consider the following hypothetical example:
Anna and Jim serve as president and vice-president, respectively, of an organizational
ERG. The company has provided the ERG with bulletin board space in a company break room.
There is an expectation that any pursuit of the ERG, including the campaigns or literature it will
place on the bulletin board or otherwise disseminate, will first be approved by the ERG’s
executive sponsor. No clear structural hierarchy was given to Anna or Jim, however, and so they
move unilaterally in designing a campaign for the bulletin board that invites company employees
to a meet and greet at a local bar. They spend time and resources in doing so, only to be told
later that the bulletin board violates a company policy aimed at being respectful of those
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recovering from alcoholism. The bulletin board campaign will have to be altered, at least, and
perhaps removed altogether.
Anna and Jim would have saved time and resources by having a clear understanding that,
as ERG leaders, they needed to first seek approval from their executive sponsor to utilize the
bulletin board. In this example, the company is providing all the necessary elements for Anna
and Jim to be successful (e.g., sponsorship, resources, visibility), and so their story illustrates
how a clear understanding of leadership function is another essential component for empowering
the ERG. Anna and Jim’s story can be altered, slightly, to show another way that understanding
leadership can drive engagement:
Anna and Jim serve as president and vice-president, respectively, of an organizational
ERG. The company has provided the ERG with bulletin board space in a company break room.
There is an expectation that any pursuit of the ERG, including the campaigns or literature it will
place on the bulletin board or otherwise disseminate, will first be approved by the ERG’s
executive sponsor. No clear structural hierarchy was given to Anna or Jim, however, and Anna
and Jim aren’t sure if they should or shouldn’t utilize the space or if they will be assigned a
campaign project at some point in the future. An ERG member approaches Anna and Jim about
utilizing the bulletin board to display short bios of the ERG’s leadership, but a clear lack of
direction leads that idea to be tabled indefinitely. The bulletin board goes unutilized for several
months, and the company eventually dedicates it to other purposes.
This example illustrates the ways that groups can underperform if they are not certain of
their opportunities and/or limitations. The ERG membership body was producing valuable ideas
for utilizing a resource, but the potential went untapped and the ERG was eventually, though not
maliciously, stripped of a resource (the bulletin board) because they weren’t empowered with
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clear leadership definitions. One simple way to empower ERG leadership is to provide a written
workflow. Even a basic flowchart can help leaders to understand the organization’s expectations
regarding ERG initiatives.

Figure 10: Project Workflow Example

Not only does a workflow, such as the one shown in Figure 7, help ERG leadership to
understand their function, it can also prevent them from over-burdening executive sponsors. In
the example, the role of the sponsor is made clear and expectations about their input are made
explicit. Through the creation of milestones, the workflow also promotes the measurability
crucial to this work’s premise.
Similarly, the ERG facilitator and/or executive sponsorship should take time to make sure
that the ERG members understand any company policies aimed at their operation. The framing
of these discussions should always be intended to reinforce policy as a tool to strengthen the
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group, not as an inconvenience or system to be endured. Jessica Poundstone (2015), of Navex
Global, provides many talking points that help to emphasize the value of policy. This author has
created the table in Figure 8 utilizing these and other value-adding benefits of policy, which can
be used in formative discussions with the ERG.
Benefits of Organizational Policy Aimed at ERG’s
•

•

Assists the ERG in compliant and
ethical decision making

•

Assists the ERG in operating within
applicable legal frameworks

•

Promotes credibility for ERG
members

Offers protection to the ERG members
and the organization

•

Improves productivity

•

Prevents litigation

•

Creates equality between various

•

Provides a needed system of checks

ERG’s
•

and balances
•

Guides leadership

Creates needed boundaries for healthy
ERG operation

Figure 11: Benefits of Organizational Policy Aimed at ERG's

ERG facilitators might utilize an activity, in an early meeting, in which the ERG members
brainstorm some of the benefits of policy, and the facilitator could utilize the points in Figure 8
to further drive such a conversation.
Likewise, if the facilitator will be introducing a tool such as the primary mission
statement of this work, it should be introduced within discussions of policy so that ERG
members can identify the ways that said policy reinforces the values of the mission statement. In
short, facilitators should utilize formative meetings to help the ERG understand their holistic
place in the value system of the organization. This can be done, at least in part, by emphasizing
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that the ERG is not an extra-professional part of the life of the organization, but an integral and
value-adding limb of the organizational body.
Envisioning Mission: A Practical Exercise
Chapter two of this work offered insight into the importance of an ERG identifying and
understanding its mission and goals. One example was that a group that communicates its
mission and goals clearly enables individuals, from varying demographics, to engage in dialogue
around shared values (refer to Figure 2 for an example). This author has designed the following
exercise to allow ERG facilitators and members to envision mission and goals, and this activity
can be engaged as a formative exercise for the group.
Supplies:

Dry-erase board, chalkboard, or a large piece of paper and writing utensil

Time Needed:

20-45 minutes

Activity Leader:

Executive sponsor or ERG facilitator

•

Part One: To begin this exercise, everyone will gather where they can see the dry-erase or
chalkboard. The activity leader invites all members of the ERG to think of activities in
which they would like to see the group engage. If there is any initial delay, the activity
leader can offer examples of what other organizational ERG’s are doing or provide
general insight into some common ERG activities. As the group members list activities,
the facilitator should write them towards the bottom of the board (see Figure 9). At this
point, the activity leader should only encourage the sharing of ideas. Part two of the
exercise will provide a natural opportunity to parse the list.

•

Part Two: Once several potential activities or goals have been listed, the facilitator should
ask the group to find any common themes. In the first “chalkboard” of Figure 9, the
reader sees that the group has listed “host lunch and learns,” “create literature,” and “host
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speakers” as potential activities. These ideas could be given the category of “education.”
The facilitator thus rearranges the board to reflect this. Additionally, the group has listed
“help at job fairs” and “leadership development activities,” which could be grouped into a
category such as “talent development.” The group’s desire to engage in “community
outings” could fall under the header of “social events.” Finally, someone has offered up
“mediate disputes” as a potential activity. Because he or she didn’t want to stifle the free
flow of ideas, the facilitator didn’t offer any commentary on this idea during the
brainstorming session. Now, however, it is perfectly reasonable for the facilitator to point
out that the mediation of disputes is outside the purview of the ERG and remove the
activity from the board. The second “chalkboard” in Figure 9 shows how the rearranged
information might look.

Figure 4: Parts One & Two of Mission Brainstorming Activity
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•

Part Three: Now the group can see themselves through the lens of the overarching goals
of education, talent development, and social events. Perhaps they even use the number of
activities, listed under each category, to guide their idea of the mission. In the example,
the ERG might place their greatest focus on education, while still putting some of their
energy into talent development and social events. Not only has the group identified some
potential goals (the activities), they have identified words that can help them to define
mission.

•

Part Four: The ERG should revisit this activity at regular intervals. As the group evolves,
so might their sense of mission.

Avoiding the “Value Vacuum”
Formulating values and goals should not become an insular activity for the ERG. If the
organization truly understands the ERG to be an integral part of the organizational whole, then it
should also establish and maintain clear channels of communication that funnel value-adding
ideas to the ERG’s leaders and membership. These channels are integral in avoiding what this
author has termed the “value vacuum.” In this vacuum, the ERG might generate and engage in
many worthwhile endeavors, but never quite embody their full value-adding potential because all
of their ideas are generated internally. This work has already expressed that ERG facilitators and
executive sponsors should understand their role as brokers of ideas and information.
Additionally, an organization’s culture can promote ERG’s in such a way that they’re understood
as key players in cross-functional collaboration. By emphasizing that an ERG’s membership can
add value to most any endeavor, ranging from think tanks to brand ambassadorship, an
organization can help to ensure that executives and colleagues are considering the group’s
potential role in a wide range of projects.
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One practical way to open the channels of communication, necessary for cross-functional
collaboration, is to create a simple method of idea submission. This might be an intranet-based
form which executives and colleagues can utilize to quickly submit a brief project description to
the ERG, or a well-advertised, bi-monthly open floor meeting in which ideas can be brought to
the attention of the ERG. Additionally, ERG leadership should continually reinforce the
importance of ERG member’s communicative role in bringing value-adding potential to the
group. For instance, if a department manager expresses interest in collaborating with the ERG to
a member, and that member doesn’t communicate the manager’s interest to the group, an
opportunity has been short-circuited through communication breakdown. That said, if a uniform
system of idea submission is created, it becomes much easier for ERG members to recommend
that avenue when approached with ideas and potential activities.
Phase Three: Establish KPI’s
At this point in the four-phase plan, the freshman ERG has the support of the
organization and an executive sponsor, and it has begun to understand itself in terms of values
and goals. It is now time to consider the ways that KPI’s can enrich the life of the group. This
enrichment will be guided by realistic goals, clear communication, and accountability.
Set Realistic Goals
Especially for the young ERG group, there is potential for the membership’s efforts to be
exhausted by pursuing too many leads and/or projects at once. Remember, in most cases, the
ERG’s membership is volunteer and have their daily workload to balance with the work of the
ERG. For this reason, it can be wise to approach goal setting with a focus on high-impact early
initiatives (Hagel & Engelbert, 2019). This could involve looking back to ideas generated in the
Envisioning Mission exercise and selecting an initiative that both excites the ERG’s membership
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and has a great potential for organizational impact. It shouldn’t involve imagining an idea that
exceeds the capabilities of the group, as a failed, early project could serve to disempower and
disenfranchise the group. A project that will gently stretch the ERG, pushing them to succeed
without pushing them to burnout, is a best choice.
Once a project has been established, the ERG can begin to consider KPI’s that will help
them to measure their success over time. The category of KPI’s that will often be employed by
an ERG are typically, though not always, non-financial. Some examples include:
•

Retention rate: In much the same way an organization can track retention of customers,
the ERG can track retention of its internal customers/membership (Leconte, 2020). Not
only does this have the potential to let a group know when membership is in a slump, it
might also help the group to track activities, historically, and engagement that fueled a
larger membership and member-retention rate.

•

Attendance rate: A quick headcount at any open meeting or event can provide a wide
array of information. Did attendance spike at the two events for which the ERG created a
bulletin board campaign? Do more people attend lunch and learns featuring outside
speakers? Do off-site events and meetings suffer from a lower turnout? All of these
questions can be answered as attendance data is collected over time.

•

Timeliness: An ERG that creates milestones within their project plans will find a built-in
system for measuring timeliness. Over time, this data might help the group to understand
how ERG projects unfold in relationship to time, membership, attendance, and even the
workload of the organization itself.

•

Talent development: The ERG might track how the group impacts the talent lifecycle
of its membership and, subsequently, the organization. If the ERG promotes mentoring
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programs, they might track how many mentees achieve promotions or raises in
connection to that mentoring relationship. If an ERG is active in creating visibility at job
fairs and recruitment events, the group might subsequently track how its membership or
attendance is grown from talent sourced from those events.
•

Project-specific KPI’s: Any project can be measured by KPI’s if the ERG is able to find
a framework for the project which renders it measurable. For instance, a group can track
the number of customers acquired through brand ambassordship, can calculate and
compare social media engagement, and even use surveys to take the internal temperature
of the ERG to understand what makes it thrive.

Equipped with KPI’s, the ERG can also utilize them for goal setting. A new group, hoping to
develop membership, might track attendance at meetings and attendee-to-member conversion
and set a goal of increasing that conversion rate by 15% over the course of the first year. Or the
group might simplify the goal, simply stating they wish to grow by 10 members in its first two
quarters. In both instances, the goal is measurable and performance indicators can be utilized to
track progress.
A group wishing to grow its membership by ten members in the first two quarters shouldn’t
only look to attendance and member conversion, however. KPI’s, if well utilized, should inform
an understanding of the ways varying measures of performance inform the other. Attendance
rates might be quite low at educational activities hosted by the group, and still the group might
find that there is a larger member-conversion rate resulting from the attendance at such events. In
this way, over time, the ERG might find that hosting educational activities is a viable means to
increase membership. This ultimately points to the importance of clear record keeping, as
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thorough records of the activities of the ERG can greatly inform the measurements obtained
through utilizing KPI’s.
Additionally, KPI’s should help the group to understand what goals are and are not realistic.
If the group was ultimately unable to grow its membership by ten members in its first two
quarters, it is not realistic to expect them to grow it by fifteen in the second half of its first year.
The more data the ERG collects, the better equipped they will be to set realistic goals based on
past performance.
Communicate Clearly
Because measurability is important in understanding goals, in relationship to KPI’s, it is also
important that the ERG communicates its goals clearly. Most notably, ambiguous goals and
objectives should be refined in ways that make their language reflect their measurability.
Consider an ERG member who states, “Next year, I would like to see our group engage in more
networking activities than we did this year.” There is a consensus among her fellow members
that this is a worthwhile endeavor. That said, the group has not arrived at a clearly communicated
objective. If the group is already tracking their networking activities, they might understand the
time and resources that have been invested in successful networking activities. They might also
see that their networking efforts are more focused in one area (e.g., networking with internal
colleagues), and this might prompt them to engage in networking activities with other groups.
Utilizing such information, the group can refine the language of the goal so that it communicates
a clear and measurable objective. For example, a refined objective might state, “Our ERG will
seek to increase our networking efforts by 20% in the coming year and will focus those efforts
on local community outreach groups.” This objective is measurable, it can be easily
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communicated cross-functionally, and it still leaves enough room for the ERG to approach their
goal creatively.
When formulating goals and objectives, clear and quantifiable language can be achieved by
focusing on key areas that lead to goal specificity (University of Notre Dame, 2020). Examples
include:
•

Timeframe: Define goals based on timeframes and/or deadlines for achievement (e.g.,
“by the end of the second quarter,” “within the current business year”).

•

Quantifiable results: Clearly define successful goal completion with determinate
outcomes (e.g., “increase engagement by 25%,” “double our current membership”).

•

Five “Ws”: Refine goals through answering one or more of the five “W” questions: who,
what, when, where, and why? (e.g., “promote interaction with the production team,”
“increase awareness of current talent development initiative with posters in breakroom
areas”).

While refining goals in these ways will lead to measurable outcomes, which can inform and
be informed by the use of KPI’s, setting clear goals is also a solid step towards reducing potential
conflict. Tyrone Holmes (2016, para. 10) states:
Generally speaking, conflicts occur because of differences over facts, goals, methods or
values. By ensuring that employees (especially the members of a given work team) are on the
same page regarding objectives, priorities and plans, you will decrease the chances that
dysfunctional conflict will occur due to differences over facts, goals or methods.
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Be Accountable
A final note for phase three regards accountability. Hopefully, the ERG will experience
many successes as it endeavors to meet objectives and effect change. That said, ERG’s should be
as willing to be accountable when they miss the mark with their goals and objectives. Doing so
will allow the group to measure failed goals against data that could lead to better outcomes in the
future. ERG leadership should not frame unsuccessful goals as group failures. Instead, they
should utilize what Kirsten Blakemore Edwards (2018) terms positive accountability. Positive
accountability promotes learning from missed goals, rather than approaching them punitively and
as “failures.” Not only can this help to develop best practices of the future, it can build trust
among an ERG’s membership and help the group to rebound from unsuccessful initiatives more
quickly.
One surefire way to ensure that the ERG is remaining accountable to projects, even when
they have not met the goals of their stated objectives, is to consistently perform post-project
evaluations. The post-project evaluation gives the group a chance to weigh results against any
recorded data (past or present), survey relevant stakeholders, and discuss the project collectively.
If framed with positive accountability, post-project evaluations can provide a much-needed time
for the group to discuss barriers to success and ways to overcome them in the future. Finally, any
written post-project reports can serve as more data for utilization in the measurement of future
projects.
Phase Four: Maintaining Health
Hopefully, if facilitated successfully, the ERG will meet beyond its formative days,
engage in initiatives and projects that add value to the organization and provide a sense of
fulfillment for its members, and increase visibility and integration of the ERG’s demographic
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within the workforce. There is value, however, for the ERG that periodically revisits the efforts
of its formative days (e.g., establishing mission, considering policy), and phase four invites the
established ERG to assess itself in ways that will help it to remain a vital and value-adding part
of the organization.
The Primary Mission Statement, Maintaining Vitality
It might feel, at this point, that this work has largely abandoned its primary mission
statement but, instead, the primary mission statement has informed each step of this work’s four
phase plan. Here are some of the ways this has been achieved:
1. To empower the formation of volunteer-driven employee resource groups;
a. Phase one of this plan seeks to empower ERG’s through securing the commitment
of executive sponsors who can support the work of its members, and through
creating policy that serves as a framework for the group’s success and safety
within the organization.
b. Phase three offers ways for the group to empower themselves through the
formation of clear and measurable goals and objectives.
2. which are aligned to the values and mission of their organizations;
a. Phase one asks the organization to consider the policies and language it will use to
enable to understand their value at the organizational level.
b. Phase two asks the ERG to consider its internal policies and values, and how
these can inform and be informed by organizational policies and values.
Additionally, phase two asks the group to consider and refine its mission so that
its efforts are concentrated and value-adding.
3. and which utilize measurable outcomes and performance indicators;
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a. Phase three invites the ERG to consider the ways that its activities can be made
measurable and urges the group to explore KPI’s and metrics that will provide
data for analyzing current and future projects.
4. to promote inclusivity and diversity for internal and external customers alike.
a. Each phase of the plan is aimed at facilitating ERG’s that become vital, integrated
members of the organizational body. This embeds the diversity of ERG’s into the
very structure of an organization. As these members seek to add value to the
organization, they also create value for external customers – through visibility,
through inclusion, and through the promotion of cultural competence.
This author welcomes any ERG to utilize this works primary mission statement in the facilitation
of their own group. Used regularly in the assessment of the group and its initiatives, this mission
statement can help the ERG to remain vital to the health of the organization and the wellbeing of
its members.
While it might be tempted to weigh the ongoing vitality of the group on the scales of
attendance or membership, this author suggests that ERG leadership look to the dynamics of the
group to assess its strength. Do group members trust one another and engage in spirited
conversation? Is feedback well received and integrated into future efforts? Are disagreements
welcome and handled with respect? Is failure, at least at times, expected and accepted? If the
answer to these questions is yes, then the ERG is not only vital, but is informing a workplace
culture that is broadly supportive and welcoming of difference. This is a valuable asset to any
organization.
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Maintaining Value-Adding Activities
Finally, the ERG that wishes to continuously add value to its organization must
continuously assess its own values in light of the values of the organization. While the ERG and
its organization share a symbiotic relationship, the efforts of the ERG can become insular and
self-motivated. For instance, an ERG that has great success with hosting educational events
might favor the facilitation of such events to the exclusion of other value-adding activities that
are more needed within the organization. Executive sponsors, who should constantly be
communicating value to their ERG’s, should also be willing to speak to such times as when an
ERG is “playing it safe” and not stretching itself with new ideas and new value-adding projects.
Additionally, the ERG can always revisit the Envisioning Mission exercise, found earlier in this
chapter, and utilize it to frame new activities and values that can propel their successes into the
future of the organization.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
In direct ways, this work has sought to address two core issues often attributed to ERG’s:
(1) that they can lead their members to be more segregated from the organizational body; and (2)
their colleagues and that they are not met with sufficient support from organizational leadership.
Notably, this work has sought to connect ERG members with a wide range of cross-functional
colleagues as they endeavor to effect change within their organizations and has promoted the
importance of executive sponsorship at every stage of the ERG’s lifecycle. Hopefully, in this
way, this work has addressed its own problem statement and provided the reader with a toolbox
for moving past these core issues and towards the facilitation of dynamic and well-integrated
groups.
This work also explored the ways values and mission, both those of the organization and
the ERG, can drive success. Promoting clear communication, measurable goals, and positive
accountability, this work’s four-phase plan endeavors to create groups that know how to refine
their objectives, communicate them clearly, and record and weigh their successes over periods of
time. The introduction to non-financial KPI’s, while brief, offered a novel invitation for groups
to consider the ways these tools can help them holistically understand their performance and
develop best practices based on their findings.
As valid concerns continue to be expressed about the role ERG’s play within the life of
an organization, it is worthwhile to listen to the voices that offer viable alternatives. These
alternatives not only pave the way for new ways of understanding how visibility and diversity
can be supported within an organizational system, they often provide valid alternatives (e.g.,
allyship programs, diversity councils) for organizations that do not have the membership
necessary or desire to foster ERG’s. That said, the brevity of current research focused on ERG’s
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led this author to feel that works, such as this one aimed at exploring ERG’s in relationship to
theoretical frameworks, would be a worthwhile pursuit for others who wish to add to the
understanding of how such groups can become vital components in organizational D&I efforts.
The purpose of this work’s theoretical exploration was to inform the academic mind.
Admittedly not exhaustive, the theories explored herein are a point of departure for leaders who
would take the lead and continue to link the health of the ERG to leadership and business
theories. Doing so not only creates healthy groups, it can inform group members who have a
better understanding of the mechanics of a healthy business. Finally, the purpose of this work’s
practicum is rooted in this author’s heartfelt desire to build inclusion and visibility into the very
systems in which we live, move, and have our being. Through this offering of hypothetical
scenarios, practical exercises, and discussions, the reader will hopefully share in this effort to
create environments that understand and utilize the immense value of diversity.
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